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Vw group code of conduct

Jetzt alle Volkswagen models entdeckenVor uns liegt die größte Herausforderung unternehmensgeschichte Vielleicht die größte in der Geschichte der Mobilität: Wir übernehmen Verant verant dut für unseren Anteil a weltwelt Emission emissionsweiweiwei.Dzist unserwegweeng For compliance with volkswagen Group's requirements is adherence to legal requirements, corporate
policies within the ethical principles and values themselves set out to protect the company and its brand. It can be achieved sustainably if acting with integrity, complying with global legal provisions and standing by voluntary action and ethical principles. Compliance must be a second characteristic for all group employees. The group's diverse code of conduct is the basis for all
decisions made in the company and provides guidance for ethical conduct. Other publications of Volkswagen Groupoffer more detailed information and instructions The goal of compliance organizations is to create a more transparent culture to do the right thing for our employees, customers and the communities we serve. Our success depends on us working together, and as a
company we must act with integrity, compliance with local laws and regulations that stand up to our values and ethical principles. How does the Whistleblower System help change the culture at VWGoA? The Volkswagen Group Whistleblower system is a safe place for reporting any violations and to encourage employees, contractors, business partners and other third parties to
speak up. The reporting channels below are available by employees, business partners and other third parties. To report reasonable doubts about misconduct within VWGoA, VWGoA is committed to promoting an open and honest communication environment, namely expectations, not exceptions, the trust of customers and stakeholders in our company, and our products are our
most valuable asset. We can strengthen public trust and protect our Volkswagen Group employees and our environment by taking action with integrity and integrity, including getting acquainted with relevant legal rules and internal rules and complying with them. Ethics are the basis for our actions. Volkswagen Group's Code of Conduct applies to all employees of our company. To
guide compliance and accuracy as the basis for all our decisions. This approach is built on shared values, legal requirements and internal regulations. The Code proposes orientation, guidance and support for dealing with existing rules and regulations at work. Please search the code of conduct on the following pages:
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